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With over forty years’ experience, Arte is well-known in the world of luxury 
interiors. Nowadays our sophisticated wallcovering is used all over the world, 
which is something we are really proud of. Every year we create an exquisite 
range of new collections which are designed in-house by a team of experienced 

designers. The emphasis is always on quality and innovation. 



Le Couturier

Fashion and interior design have always strongly influenced each 
other. This collection looks to the world of haute couture for 
inspiration – a world committed to craftsmanship, where each garment 
attests to the couturier’s savoir-faire and exceptional artisanship. 
These special techniques and high-quality materials have now been 
combined in a collection of high-fashion wallcoverings.

G a l l o p  #  2 8 0 2 3 Franges 58520 · Parakeet

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/franges/58520


La Perle 58530 · Black Pearl

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/la-perle/58530
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/la-perle/58530


Majesto 58510 · Caramel Papillon 58551 · Turquoise

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/majesto/58510
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/papillon/58551


Franges 58524 · Chestnut

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/franges
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/le-couturier/franges/58524


Boutique

The wallcoverings in this collection revisit the glamour of mid-
century Japan. After World War II, Japan experienced tremendous 

growth, sparking a transformation marked by vibrant optimism and 
progressive thinking. In interior design, this hopeful mood manifested 
itself in new, mostly shiny materials and exuberant patterns, of 
which there are an abundance in the Boutique wallcoverings.   

Tw i r l  #  8 7 0 0 2Riverbank 90515 · Ponceau

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/riverbank


Sunburst 90510 · Natural Glowing Patina 90521 · Chocolate

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/sunburst/90510
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/glowing-patina/90521


Gilded Heritage 90500 · Gold Rush | Canyon 90556 · Brick

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/gilded-heritage/90500
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/canyon/90556


Cassetta 44010

Alentejo Cork 90590 · Burgundy

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/alentejo-cork/90590
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/boutique/alentejo-cork/90590


Lanai

Imagine a leisurely, long, balmy summer evening on a Hawaiian 
veranda, whiling away the time in a comfy wicker rocking chair. 

Why rush? You’re on holiday, after all. Lanai was inspired by this 
sentiment. This enchanting wallpaper collection with an exotic 
twist was named after the Hawaiian word for veranda. Each design 
was hand-crafted and inlaid or embroidered with rattan and raffia 
with the utmost care, after which this superb artisanal artistry was 
rendered in vinyl. Lanai comes to life on the wall in fresh, natural 
colour combinations.

Kailua 81500 · Red Baron

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai/kailua/81500


Kona 81560 · Lapis

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai/kona/81560


Mauna 81510 · Tangerine

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai/mauna/81510


Maui 81533 · Greige Puna 81544 · Aqua

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai/maui/81533
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/lanai/Puna/81544


Kanso

Step into the world of Kanso, inspired by the Japanese concept 
of minimalism and simplicity in interior design. The collection 

embodies the essence of design, bringing together sleek and 
seemingly simple geometric patterns. The pronounced texture of the 
wallcoverings adds a tactile dimension to the room, while the soft 
velvet fabric lends it a sense of warmth and cosiness. The result is a 
collection that exudes luxury without excess, where all the patterns 
and colours are carefully designed to offer timeless elegance.

Iki 72511 · Chilli | Iki 72510 · Linen

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/iki


Iki 72512 · Aqua

Shibumi 72530 · Azure 

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/iki/72512
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/shibumi/72530


Yugen 72502 · Rattan Anicca 72522 · Passion

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/yugen/72502
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/anicca/72522


Iki 72510 · Linen Shibumi 72532 · Seal

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/iki/72102
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/kanso/shibumi/72132


Wild Silk

The Wild Silk collection is made of real silk, highlighting the 
versatility of this pure fabric with three distinct types of silk. 

Each silk in this collection has its own story to tell, with a subtle 
sheen, robust weave or delicate finesse. Turn your walls into 
expressive canvases with the luxurious sheen that only real silk can 
provide. The natural look and feel of this unique, organic fabric adds 
timeless charm to your interiors. The Wild Silk collection strikes just 
the right balance between understated elegance and the raw beauty 
of nature.

Pure Silk 86529 · Indian Red

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk/pure-silk/86529


Katia Silk 86503 · Artichoke

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk/katia-silk/86503


Ghicha Silk 86549 · Saffron S t e l l a r  #  3 7 51 2 A

Katia Silk 86502 · Apricot

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk/ghicha-silk/86549
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk/katia-silk/86502


Ghicha Silk 86555 · Jeans

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/wild-silk/ghicha-silk/86555


Essentials |  Les Naturels

People have always been attracted to natural materials and woven 
grasses in particular, which have been used in and around the 

house for centuries. Over time, these fabrics have become sturdier, 
with more applications. And now these materials have inspired the 
Les Naturels collection, in which the warmth of raffia, the subtle 
texture of sisal and the natural looks of woven grass are finally 
given the attention they deserve. The materials’ organic origins and 
authentic colours bring a sense of calm to interiors, drawing nature 
indoors. They also combine beautifully with the two botanical prints 
in this collection.

Verdure 26760 · Green Gold

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-les-naturels
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-les-naturels/verdure/26760


Ondas 49552 · Lilac | Nongo 49511 · Sand Rêverie Tropicale 26771 · Golden Hour

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-les-naturels/reverie-tropicale/26771


Le Raphia Tissé 26746 · Mandarine

Le Sisal 26708 · Mauve 

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-les-naturels/le-raphia-tisse/26746
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-les-naturels/reverie-tropicale/26771


Essentials |  Totem

Tall. Taller. Tallest. Geometric shapes that have randomly been 
arranged, to create ever taller stacks. In many ways, these eye-

catching designs resemble modern, abstract sculptures. They are 
reminiscent even of ethnic art from around the world, striking a 
pleasantly balanced note in any interior, thanks to the natural look 
of textile, woven grass and raffia.

Ecoline 18900 · Tangerine

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-totem
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-totem/ecoline/18900


Esparto Africano 18940 · Myrtle Grey

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-totem/esparto-africano/18940


Esparto Ibérico 18910 · Ginger

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/essentials-totem/esparto-iberico/18910


Babylon

Babylon truly appeals to the imagination... The world’s first 
big city, Babylon formed part of Mesopotamia, the cradle of 

civilisation. This is the birthplace of arable and livestock farming, 
astronomy, mathematics and writing, to name just a few. Cuneiform 
script was created by people carving and drawing in clay tablets and 
rock walls. And it is this technique of sculpting in clay that serves 
as inspiration for the Babylon collection.

Between Rivers 97003 · Rattan

Original artwork of Frédérique et Rob Whittle – and Max

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/between-rivers/97003


 Adobe 97032 · Latte

 Adobe 97030 · Cream

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/adobe/97032
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/adobe/97030


Terracotta 97013 · Almond

Medjoul 97021 · Dune

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/terracotta/97013
https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/medjoul/97021


Medjoul 97023 · Fern

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/medjoul/97023


Between Rivers 97000 · Cream

Original artwork of Frédérique et Rob Whittle – and Max

https://www.arte-international.com/en/collections/babylon/between-rivers/97000


READ THE FULL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT:  
ARTE-INTERNATIONAL.COM/

SUSTAINABILITY

Arte takes care 
of the climate

As a CO2-neutral company, Arte 
is committed to minimising 

its ecological footprint and to 
operate in a socially responsable 
way. To obtain this international 

recognised label Arte is monitored 
by certified partners.

https://www.arte-international.com/en/sustainability
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